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SOME REMARKS ON THE CENTER OF THE UNIVERSAL
ENVELOPING ALGEBRA OF A CLASSICAL

SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA

MICHAEL A. GAUGER

This paper is concerned with explicitly producing
generating sets of the centers of the universal enveloping algeb-
ras of classical simple Lie algebras.

Let L be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebrai-
cally closed field K of characteristic zero, let U be its universal
enveloping algebra, and let Z be the center of U. If / is the dimension
of a Cartan subalgebra H of L, then it is known that Z is a polynomial
ring in / independent variables. In this paper a set of / algebraically
independent generators of Z is produced rather explicitly for the classical
algebras of type A, B, C, D by casewise considerations.

It is straightforward to show that generating Z is equivalent to
generating the L-invariants It in the symmetric algebra SL* of L*. In
addition, there is a homomorphism from 5L* onto SH which embeds 7*
into the Weyl-invariants Iw. Due to Chevalley this embedding is also a
surjection. For the classical simple Lie algebras the action of the Weyl
group W on SH* is describable in a sufficiently convenient fashion so as to
permit easy construction of generators of Iw. It is shown here that
certain generating sets of Iw can be explicitly lifted back to It via trace
functions on the first fundamental representation of L. As a result of
this construction of the generators of Iw and the lifting process, the
following well-known results are proven rather directly for the classical
algebras:

1. It = Iw (Chevalley), and
2. Z and Iw are polynomial rings in / algebraically independent

variables.
The center Z of U plays a fundamental role in the finite-

dimensional representation theory of L. Since any irreducible represen-
tation is determined up to isomorphism by its character, if zu , z, were
generators of Z and if M and N were non-isomorphic irreducible
L-modules, then for some i one must have (z,)M^ (z,)N (due to Schur's
lemma they are scalars). The central element (z{ - (Z,)N)/((£*)M - (^)N)
would act as one on M and zero on N. For any list of pairwise
non-isomorphic irreducible L-modules one could thus find a central
element acting as one on one of them, and as zero on the rest. Such
elements could be used to isolate the isotypic components in a reducible
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representation of L. Hence there is good reason to produce generators
of Z as explicitly as possible.

Section 1 is concerned with showing that generating Z is equivalent
to generating If and leads up to §§2-5 where the Chevalley isomorphism
J* ΞS Iw is proven by explicitly lifting generating sets of Iw back to I*.

1. Generation of Z. There are well known actions of L on
the symmetric algebras SL and SL. by graded derivations extending the
adjoint representation of L and its contragredient, and if W is the Weyl
group of L with respect to the Cartan subalgebra H, it acts on SH* by
graded automorphisms. The standard symmetrization map η: SL -» U
given by (xr xr)

η = (l/r!)ΣαGSrxα(i) xβ(Γ) for a monomial of degree r
in SL, induces a linear isomorphism between the L -invariants IL in SL and
the L-invariants Z in U since it is an L-module isomorphism. While this
induced map between IL and Z is not an algebra isomorphism it is known
to have the following redeeming qualities:

LEMMA. Suppose S is a finite set of homogeneous invariant elements
in SL generating IL. Then Sη generates Z, and if S is algebraically
independent so is Sv.

Proof Let U have its usual filtration and let Up be the subspace of
all elements of filter less than or equal to p. Observe that due to the
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, if xu , xr are homogeneous elements
of SL of degrees du , dr and d = Σf df, then (xr xry = JC? xv

r -f t
where t is in Ud-λ.

(i) Since L acts by graded derivations, IL is homogeneous. Recal-
ling that η induces a linear isomorphism between IL and Z, proceed by
induction on the filter of a central element to show it is in the subalgebra
of U generated by S\ Let S = {xu , xr}. Now η takes constants to
constants so it suffices to check the induction step. Every element in Z
is a linear combination of images of homogeneous elements in /L, so it
suffices to show that if xϊx xlk is a monomial in IL then (xh xίfc)

η is in
the subalgebra generated by Sη. The remarks in the first paragraph
complete the proof.

(ii) Set yt = xη

(. Suppose the y, are algebraically dependent and
let p be a nonzero polynomial in K[YU , Yr] such that p(yu - , yr) =
0. Write p = q + t where q is the homogeneous part of p of highest
total degree d. Since η takes q(xu ,xr) onto qf(yi, ,yr) plus an
element u(yu , yr) whose filter is less than d, there is a polynomial h of
degree less than d such that η takes h(xu * ,jcr) onto ί(yi, * * *>yr)~
M(yi>'' *>yr) Since η is an isomorphism (q + h)(xu - ,jtr) = O. This
contradicts the independence of the x, since q + h^0.

Since the Killing form of L is nondegenerate there is an induced
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isomorphism between L and L* which extends to an L-module algebra
isomorphism between SL and SL*, Hence there is an induced algebra
isomorphism between TL and I*. Viewing SL» as the ring of polynomial
functions on L, one gets by restriction to H an epimorphism p: SL*~~"> SH*
which injects I t into Iw ([2], 126). The remainder is concerned with
producing algebraically independent generating sets of Iw and exhibiting
how they lift back to /*. Chevalίey's isomorphism (/* s / w ) is thus
proven as well as the theorems that Z and Iw are polynomial rings in I
independent variables.

2 . S i m p l e a l g e b r a s of t y p e A . Let L be simple of type
Ah View L as the Lie algebra of trace zero endomorphisms of
V = Kι+\ and identify L with its matrices with respect to standard basis
vectors eu - , e!+]. Let H be the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal mat-
rices of trace zero and let e l 5* %£/+1 be functional on H given by
{βi)h = €t(h)et for h in H. Then the e} generate H*,yΣjej = 05 and W
acts as the symmetric group on the eΓ ([3], 136 and [1] 205-207,
250-251). Let A be an / + 1-dimensional auxiliary space with basis
e b •••,€/+! on which W acts as the symmetric group. There is a
W-epimorphism A-+H* taking e( to et which extends to_a W-
epimorpism SA -> SH*> Hence there is an induced epimorphism Tw —> Iw

where Iw is the set of W-invariants in SA. Now ϊw is generated by the
(algebraically independent) elementary symmetric functions in
€H , €/+l. The kernel of ϊw-* Iw is easily seen to be generated by Σ ; e ,
thus Iw is generated by the algebraically independent elementary sym-
metric functions s2, * , sί+] in e b , β/+1 — the analysis being identical to
the situation K[XU --, Xt^]-* K[XU --, Xt] where Xz+1 goes to
zero. Unfortunately the symmetric functions do not lift easily. Due to
Newton's identities, however, Iw = K[p2, *,P/+i] where p{ =
e; + + ej+i and the p, do lift easily. They are algebraically indepen-
dent since they generate a ring known to have transcendence degree
equal to /. Now let F( in I*L be given by Ft(x) = tτ(xvy. Then F? = p,
and p : /*-» JVv is surjective. Under the isomorphisms Z — IL — It the
element zk of Z corresponding to Ffc is given by

(1) z t = Σ tr(u,,---u,k)vu u'»
π • ,ik = 1

where {wj, {w1} are dual bases of L with respect to its Killing form. By
Lemma 1 and the discussion in §1 Z = K[z2, , Z/+J and the zk are
algebraically independent.

3« S i m p l e a l g e b r a s of type B . Let L be a simple algebra of
type Bh Let V be a (2/ + l)-dimensional space with basis eu ,e2/+i,
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and define a non-degenerate symmetric form on V by B(eu ex) = l =
B(en eι+ι) = B(eι+h et) i = 2, , / -f 1 and B(eh ek) = 0 otherwise. View
L as the Lie algebra of all endomorphisms of V which are skew with
respect to this form and identify L with its matrices with respect to the
et. Let H be the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal matrices in L, and let
e,, , 6/ be functional on H given by (et)h = €i(h)ei for h in H ([3],
138). Then {ek}k is a basis of H* and W is the semidirect product of the
symmetric group S, on e,, , e, with (Z/2Z)' acting by 3—>(± 1),^. Thus
Iw consists of symmetric functions in 62, ,e2 ([2], 202 and 252). By
Newton's identities Jw = k[pu ,p,] where p, = e?+ + βf. Since
€?,•••,€? are algebraically independent, so are the p, . Let Fj in / * be
given by F,(JC) = tr(jcv)

2i. Then Ff = 2pf and p is onto. Z =
K[z2, z4, , z2ι] where the z2k are as in (1).

4. S imple a lgebras of type C. Let L be simple of type
C,. Let V be a 2/-dimensional space with basis e1? , elh and define a
nondegenerate skew form on V by B(eh ei+ι) = 1 = - B(eι+h e, ) ί =
1, ,/ and B(ey, efc) = 0 otherwise. View L as the Lie algebra of
endomorphisms which are skew with respect to this form, and identify L
with its matrices with respect to the eh Let H be the Cartan subalgebra
of diagonal matrices in L, and let 6l9 •••,€, be functionals on H given by
(et)h = €[(h)eι when h is H ([3], 139). Then eu ,β, is a basis of H*,
W acts just as in the preceding case, and Iw consists of symmetric
functions in e?, , e) ([2], 204 & 254). As before one sees p is onto and
Z = K[z2, - - , z2i] where z2k is as in (1).

5. S i m p l e a lgebras of type D . Let L be simple of type
D/. Let V be a 2/-dimensional space with basis eu , elh and define a
nondegenerate symmetric form on V by B(e» ei+ι) = 1 = B(ξi+h et) i =
1, ••,/ and B(en ek) = 0 otherwise. View L as the Lie algebra of
endomorphisms of V which are skew with respect to this form and
identify L with it matrices with respect to the eΓ Let H be the Cartan
subalgebra of diagonal matrices in L and let β1? ••-,€/ be functionals on H
given by (e,)/z = eι(h)eι when h is in H ([3], 140). Then eu •••,€, is a
basis of H* and W is the semi-direct product of the symmetric group S,
acting as before with (Z/2Z)'"1 acting by e, - » ( ± l^e, where n , ( ± 1), = 1
([2], 208 and 256). Thus Iw consists of polynomials in the elementary
symmetric functions in e2

u , e] and the function e r et. Let sk be the
fcth elementary symmetric function in the e] and let t = e1 e,. Since
Si = ί2, one has Iw = K[su , st-u t]. If su - , S/_!, t were algebraically
dependent, by an even-odd degree argument there would be a relation in
which every monomial has t to an even power, or every monomial has t
to an odd power. If the relation is of the second type multiply it by t to
make it of the first type. But a relation of the first type is impossible
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since the elementary symmetric function in the e] are algebraically
independent. Thus Iw is a polynomial ring in / independent
variables. By Newton's identities Iw = K[pu ,p/-b t] where p, =
6if'+ + ef. These generators are also algebraically independent since
there are / of them in a ring known to have transcendence degree equal
to /. As before 2pt lifts back to It as tr( )v, and it is easy to check that
t = €i €} lifts back to It as pf( ) v — the pfaffian. Thus p is onto and
Z = K[z2, z4, , z2ι-2, w] where the zlk are as in (1) and w corresponds
t o Pf( )v under Z — IL— It.

REMARK. Dual bases of L with respect to its Killing Form can be
explicitly constructed ([3], 246; hι - hλι where the λ, are the fundamental
weights). According to part VI of Planche I-IV ([1], 250-258) the
coefficients qif of the equations λι=Σjqijaj (au-'-yai a simple root
system) are known, thus enabling one to express hι explicitly as a
Q-linear combination of the hh
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